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Out wi the old, in with the new Lee
Sherman Dreyfus University Center
Katie Leb
THE POINTER
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The
University
of
Wisconsin-Stevens Point made
history on Oct. 12 when the
. University Center (UC) was
officially renamed the Lee
Sherman Dreyfus University
Center (DUC).
· Surrounded by people
from the campus and com:Qlunity, family members of
Dreyfus participated in the
naming ceremony, acknowl-

Dreyfus,
affectionately
known as the
"student' s chancellor" began his
tenure in 1967 as
the ninth president of what
was then called
Wisconsin State
UniversityStevens Point. In
1974 he became
the first chancellor of the universitywhen the UW

"With the naming of this building it is our hope that his legacy
will continue to shine for years to
come."
P~oco by Karie Leb
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edging what a spectacular
event the university was holding in his honor.
Dreyfus's son, Judge Lee
Dreyfus said, "The decision to
name the student center after
him is, of all the things the
university could have done,
the 11'\ost precious to him.
Dreyfus's daughter, Susan
Fosdick, asked her father if
the naming of the University
Center after him was one of
the most important honors
and "closest to his heart."
His response was a
resounding, "Absolutely. And
it is because it was given by
the students, and that meant
everything."

system merged. Students line up between Old Main and the new Lee Sherman Dreyfus
His 11 years as University Center to greet family and friends of Chancellor Dreyfus. In honor
chancellor of the of Dreyfus, students wore t-shirts printed with his infamous red vest.
university were
years of great change, both on
campus and in the world.
It was also during this
time that the infamous red
vest began. Dreyfus has been
known statewide for always Sara Suchy
a Segregated Fees policy comwearing a red vest. But, as his THE POINTER
mittee whose purpose was to
daughter Fosdick explained to SSUCH489@UWSP.EDU
review the way segregated foes
the audience, he wore a vest
are spent across the University
every so often, but not with
of Wisconsin system.
any regularity. However stuThe committee includes
University of Wisconsindents complained that they Stevens Point students staged five administrators and five
were never able to see him on a rally Tuesday afternoon in students from across the UW
response to a proposal by the System. Two of the members
Board of Regents to change are UW-SP Chancellor Linda
See Dreyfus pg.2
the way segregated fees are Bunnell and Glodowski.
Rachel Butler, president of
allocated to student organizathe Student Rights Coalition,
tions.
Students
lined
the came to Stevens Point from
main hallway of the Health Madison to be present for the
Enhancement Center armed rally and the meeting.
The catalyst for this comwith posters and signs to
express their disapproval of mittee came after questions
the way the issue is being were raised about whether
handled by the administra- student fees could be used
tion. The rally was held one to fund off-campus space for
hour before what was to be the student organizations at UWfinal meeting before revising Madison, explained Butler.
UW-Madison has over 700
the segregated fees policy.
Student
Government student organizations on camAssociation President, Justin
Glodowski explained that
the situation arose after the
Board of Regents designated See Rally pg.2
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Chancellor Dreyfus' children, Judge Lee Dreyfus and Susan
Fodlick share personal stories about their father with the audience at the Naming Ceremony for the new University Center.

Fight to keep power: Students
rally for segregated fees
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campus and make clear their
grievances about the Vietnam
War. To resolve this problem,
Dreyfus said he would wear
a red vest every day until the
war was over.
The night before the
Naming Ceremony, Fosdick
was talking to her father, and
he told her that, "I didn't
know the war was going to
last seven years. That's a lot of
red vests."
For health reasons, Gov.
Dreyfus and his wife Joyce
were unable to attend the ceremony, but his family me.mbers were given many things
to take back to them, including the description of approximately 100 studt:!nts wearing the red vested t-shirt in
Dreyfus's honor.
To welcome the Dreyfus
family, students lined the path
from Old Main to the new
University Center wearing the
red vests. Following the walk
into the DUC, student Shawn
Connelly, acting as Master
of Ceremonies officially welcomed guests into the Laird
room and allowed the campus
ROTC present the colors while
the Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia
sang the National Anthem.
After a brief introduction
by Connolly, current UW-SP
Chancellor Linda Bunnell
spoke to the audience, remind-

ing them that "As long as this
university is a place where
students come first [and] as
long as we embrace our community and our community
embraces us, Lee Sherman
Dreyfus is here."
Dreyfus's number one
concern has always been the
students on the UW-SP campus and the education that
they are receiving. He has been
a lifelong teacher, continuing
strong at 81 years of age, even
though there is no classroom
to teach in, said Fosdick.
His inspiration and dedication to the stndents were
strong proponents in deciding to name the UC after
him. "With the naming of this
building it is our hope that
his legacy will continue to
shine for years to come," said
Connelly.
Following the Naming
Ceremony, guests were invited
to the Noel Fine Arts Center
for refreshments and reminiscing.
As for how the DUC looks,
students should get ready to
be amazed.
"It looks beautiful and I
think that all of the students
are excited to have it back,
new and improved!" said
senior Kristine LeMere.
The Dreyfus University
Center will officially open on
Jan. 22, 2008.
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dent Rights Coalition opposes
any new restrictions on \,\that
s~gregated fees can be used
to fund."
pus and not enough space to
Administrative members
house them all. Therefore, of the committee including
many of the student organiza- Regent Tom Shields have contions have to seek space off cerns about using student fees
campus to house their organi- to lease building space because
zation. The Board of Regents it makes the University liaformed the segregated fees ble for what happens in that
policy committee in response building.
to this issue.
Students
Butler
across the
describes
UW System
the proposal
are
conon the table
cerned that
as
"very
this review
student
will
chip
unfriendly."
away
at
"It takes
the
stuthe control
dents' rights
of where the
to
decide
money goes
where segregated _fees
away from
Photo by Karie Lcb
the students Students gathered in the HEC to are spent.
'Tm all
and puts it in petition keeping control of segfor students
the hands of regated fees.
the- adminisdeciding
tration. Students are going to what they want to do with
know where their money is their funds," said Glodowski.
best spent, not the administraAnother meeting to distion," said Butler.
cuss this issue will be held on
The
Student
Rights Nov. 7.
Coalition has drafted a docuFor more information
ment that outlines four basic about the details of the comprinciples they feel are rel- mittee and what specitievant in deciding who has cally students can do to get
control over student fees.
involved, contact SGA.
"The main point is the first
one," said Butler. "The stuFrom Rally pg.1
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Follow up: Wiscons.in .number one drinking state
Rick LaRoche

to students over 21 who show
irresponsible behavior when
drinking."
In recent years, it has only
been the Stevens Point Police
After recently · being Department that was called
ordained the top drinking to issue citations; however,
state in the United States, changes have been made to
Wisconsin has turned its atten- this policy as well. "We now
tion on the youth drinking have officers within Protective
problem. At the University of Services who can issue chapWisconsin-Stevens Point, offi- ter 18 (alcohol) violation citacials have taken several dif- tions. I think a rise in nqmferent approaches to handling bers are partially due to more
the issue.
assertiveness in efforts to help
Kristen
Hoffenberger, students be responsible and
the assistant director of safe," said Hoffenberger.
Community Development
As incoming student
Education and Coordinator behavior has changed so has
of Student Rights and university policy. Hoffenberger
Responsibilities said there said, "Many students are comare lots of policies directed ing to school with more alcotoward the safety of students hol involvement than in past
and the diversity of their years ... I need to become more
needs. For starters, there are strict with my sanctioning to
housing options. "For those . avoid disruptions to the comwho choose not to drink or munity and in efforts to help
live around individuals who the student be successful not
consume, regardless of their only in school but with their
age, we do have a total of personal life." For more inforfour floors on campus that mation on Student Rights and
are alcohol-free floors," said Responsibilities or campus
Hoffenberger. ·
policies and code of conduct
The alcohol policy . in go to http://www.uwsp.edu/
the residence halls for other admin/ stuaffairs / rights.
floors allows for drinking to
occur if you are of age and Business Response
only when of age ·s tudents are
Taverns, pubs and restaupresent. There are however rants are involved in drinkparameters for these locations ing as much as their patrons.
on who is present, times and Elizabeth Smith, a bartender
the amount of consumption.
for over a year at Guu' s on
Anne Hoffmann, the Main, has seen plenty of stuassistant director of the Allen dent-drinking first hand.
Center for Health and Wellness
"The owner is very
Programs, said, "The campus comfortable catering to that
has always offered alcohol- crowd ... almost half the staff
free options for students. In is, students," Smith said.
fact, the majority of hall pro- "Generally students are very
grams and activities are alco- responsible, but it depends on
hol-free. Intramurals, movies, the crowd. The biggest probconcerts, recreational trips, lems we get are people with
etc. are just a few examples of no ID. Even if I know them, I
events and activities that do can't let them in, and it takes a
not involve alcohol. That said, lot of time to deal with those
there are some entertainment situations."
events in which alcohol is sold
The bartenders and bouncto students who are of age and ers are fully trained in serving
have proper ID. These events portions, expectations cusare not recent offerings; again, tomers have at ·bars, service,
we have a history of alcohol- how to check ID' s, penalties,
free options for students."
and what their license covers.
Students who choose to They are also amply staffed
drink when under the legal carrying two to three bartendage of 21 should know that the ·ers and a bouncer on busy
university has jts own sanc- drinking nights. Sometimes
tion in addition to those hand- people do get cut off, Smith
ed down by law enforcement. said, but it usually isn't too
"The sanction is dependent of difficult to deal with.
the situation, any past conduct
"Usually their friends help
history, etc. These sanctions out and it ends very peacefulcan include warning, repri- ly. I have never had to call the
mand, probation, removal cops on anyone," said Smith.
from residence hall or cam- "As for safety, we offer desigpus restrictions, disciplinary nated drivers free sodas and
leave, suspension or expul- we use Courtesy Cab as well
sion," Hoffenberger said.
as long as we know where you
Other sanctions include need to go. Sticking togetheducational and psychologi- er (and) knowing your limit
cal assistance depending on helps avoid scary situations
what might be considered be.st as well."
for the student. Hoffenberger
added, "These can be applied
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Student Responses
Brittany Treadeau: "It
seems like there is a lot more
police around this fall than
there was in spring, especially
on weekends. I don't think
that drinking here is more
of a prob1em than anywhere
else. When it is a problem
I think that bars have overserved someone who already
had enough to drink. I think
safety is everyone's concern."
Heather Gorski: "I think
that student safety is the priority and should be. When I
lived in the dorms, there were
so many people that would
be intoxicated and do dumb
things. (As for under-aged
drinking) I think that the university does what they can
and even if they tried to do
more students would still get
around it."
John Zaborsky: "It may
make us look bad to the rest of
the nation, but it's really a part
of this state's heritage and cultural make-up. A lot of people
in Wisconsin are of German
descent and drinking is a big
part of that culture. If people do it underage that's their
choice, and they can suffer the
consequences. Perhaps when
you get to college drinking
underage is a right of passage
because you're away from
your parents and you've been
inundated with that scenario
on TV and movies. Still, kids
shouldn't be dumb about it.
(If I were to change anything)
I would have harsher penalties for drunk driving."
Dennis Gruetzmacher: "I
was in Panama City Beach,
Fla. for spring break one year
and people from Wisconsin
were banned from the drinking games because they
always win. However, there
is that skeleton in the closet,
alcoholism. It is my opinion
that the people who get in to
the most trouble when drinking are those who are inexperienced. They are not aware

of their limits and often push drinking state in the counwell past them."
try. We've got so many things
Xixi Meng: "From where here that go along with drinkI live in China, we don't have ing, there's the Milwaukee
such a strict law about drink- Brewers, Green Bay Packers,
ing. It is common for students cheese, and deer hunting. I
(both high school and college do think I think (that irresponstudents) to have beers at par- sibility) is treated very approties or at family gatherings or priately. If some drunken
just casually. But it seems to me dude is making a fool out -of
that students handle it more himself and possibly putting
responsibly there in China. people around him in danger,
They don't drink to get drunk. then definitely there should
Most of them know when be punishment going on, and
to stop and how much their that is what the authorities
body can handle ... we don't and tavern owners are suphave such laws (on drinking), posed to do."
so people don't really think it
Ryan Fritz: "I can't speak
is a big deal whether or not for tavern owners (being
you can drink legally. I do under 21), but the authorities
think that students need to be . usually handle it pretty well.
responsible and be mature in If you cooperate and are hontheir way bf .decision-making est upfront with them they will
... Once it becomes habit it is usually give out a verbal warnhard to change."
ing. Even so, I am against the
Drew Kutcher: "I think legal drinking age and feel that it
that it is only right that should be age 19, only above 18
Wisconsin is the number one to keep it out of high schools."
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Colleges Against Cancer promotes breast cancer awareness
Angela Frome
THE POINTER
AFROM244@UWSP.EDU

According to a pamphlet
put out by the American
Cancer Society (ACS), breast
cancer ".can occur at any age,
but it is much more likely
to occur after age 40." For
most college students 1.1.ere at
the University of Wisconsin
-Stevens Point, age 40 may
seem like a long way off.
But the members of Colleges
Against Cancer want to spread
their message of prevention
and awareness so there is less
worry once that milestone
does come along.
"As college students,
breast cancer is not of a particular issue to our health
in general considering it is

generally diagnosed in older
women. However it is still
important to be aware," said
Kayla Schmidt, co-president of
Colleges Against Cancer. The
group has tied pink ribbons on
various poles and trees around
campus as a reminder to students that October is Breast
Cancer Awareness Month.
Booths were also set up in
CCC and the HEC this week.
Passing stu·dents could pick
up pamphlets and other information from the ACS regarding early detection and other
types of cancers that are most
prevalent in women. The
group is also selling "Think
Pink" t-shirts for $5 ..
A fake breast was displayed at the table, encouraging students to feel for lumps
like they would while perform-

ing a self-exam. According to .
Schmidt, "self-breast exams
and clinical exams are encouraged for women 20-39 years
old."
Self and clinical exams
make it possible to detect cancer in its early stages, when
it is easier to treat. ACS pamphlets advise women age
40 and over to start having
annual mammograms because,
they can detect much smaller
tumors than a self exam.
Kimberly
Beckman,
Colleges Against Cancer copresident, confirms Schmidt's
comment. "It is [essential]
to communicate the importance of monthly self-exams
to college-age women because
breast cancer in young women
does happen."
In the talk of cancer pre-

vention, the guys are not left
out. The booths also have small
bags of peanuts to hand out
with the slogan "Be Good to
Your Nuts." They are there to
encourage males to be aware
of testicular cancer.
Overall, the message to
students is early prevention.
"At our age, the best precautionary methods to take are
continuing a healthy diet and
exercising regularly," said
Schmidt.
Colleges Against Cancer
will be hosting a candle light
vigil at 7:00 p.m. on Thursday
in the Sundial for those who
have lost their fight with
breast cancer. Poetry readings
and music will be featured. In
case of rain, the vigil will be
held in CPS 233.
"Breast cancer affects the

students on campus in so manr
ways, whether it be through a
relative or personally," said
Beckman. The vigil will be a
way for students whose lives
have been touched by cancer
to meet and share their stories.
Colleges Against Cancer is
always looking for volunteers
to help out with their service
projects, including Relay For
Life that is held in April, and
other programs that are held
monthly.
Contact
Schmidt
at
kschm404@uwsp.edu
or
Beckman at kbeck271@uwsp.
edu for more information on
Colleges Against Cancer and
its programs.
For more information on
breast cancer, visit the ACS
Web site at www.cancer.org.

PRSSA. headed to nationals in the city of brotherly love
Angela Frome
T HE POINTER
AFR0~244@UWSP.EDU

Six members of the
University of Wisconsin
-Stevens Point chapter of
the Public Relations Student
Society of America (PRSSA)
are headed for Philadelphia
to participate in the National
Conference.
The conference, which
lasts six days, will includ~ keynote speakers and specialized
sessions in topics like resume
w riting, portfolio building
and other skills that will assist
students in their futures.
"Each year [the conference] is in a different city, and
this year' s theme is 'Ringing
in 40 Years of Success' because

this year marks PRSSA' s 40th
anniversary," said Meaghan
Davis, the president of UWSP' s PRSSA chapter. The
conference is hosted by the
National Committee, which
over.sees all of the U.S. chapters.
The UW-SP chapter was
established in the 1980s, joining chapters of PRSSA all over
the country. The organization
was formed in the shape of the
adult version, Public Relations
Society of America, or PRSA.
There is also a National
Conference in the spring.
It is in a different city, and
voting for the new National
Committee will be taking
place.
The group aims to "get
students involved so that

Pointer Place
Town Homes

when [they] graduate [they]
are prepared for the 'real
world,"' said Davis.
During their weekly
meetings, members discuss
fundraisers and other events
the group is involved with.
Professionals in the field are
invited to come and •share
their real life experiences so
students can get an idea of

their potential career field.
The group also takes field
trips to public relations firms,
agencies and other businesses
in order to see how professionals operate in their specific fields.
Members of PRSSA do
not have to be communication
majors. "Anyone is welcome,"
said Davis, "because every-

one will be integrating with
people in some way. This just
helps prepare them more."
PRSSAmeetings take place
on Wednesday nights at 5:00
p.m. in the Communication
Arts building. For more
information, contact Davis at
mdavi572@uwsp.edu.

Phoro courtesy of Emily Groves

·six members of PRSSA will attend the National Conference in Philadelphia.

Off-Campus Housing
Groups of 5 or 6
New Construction for Fall 2008
Huge Townhouse layout (1975 sq/ft)
Oversized Single Bedrooms
2 Full Baths - 1 Half Bath
Cable & Internet All Rooms
Washer & Dryer in each unit
2 Refrigerators
FREE HEAT
Plenty of Parking
$1395.00 per semester/person
Free City Bus Service to and from
campus directly from your doorstep
. Call 252-6169 or 572-1402
For More Information

DO you want your student
organization featured in the
Point8r?
Contact Angela at afrom244@uwsp.edu.
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UW-SP students more
diverse .than ever
Unive'rsity Relations &
Communications
PRESS RELEASE

Your Mission:
Solve the puzzle below. When you think that
you have the answer, e-mail your answers
to puzzlehunt@yahoo.com. The first five
people to send in the correct answer will
receive a free large 2-topping pizza or
triple order of Toppersticks. Winners will
be at the judges discretion. Answers are
due Tuesday at midnight the week following
publication.
Your Puzzle:
What comes next in the sequence?
100
101
1000
1110
11000
100111
111100

Last Weeks Answers:
"Qgfahpu, fmegq f sgqefhp fug, ahtgqew ebg ihpa
exx iksb mqxi hew sqgfehtg qkqwkhew. Fpl ifp zbx
qgfaw exx iksb fpa kwgw bhw xzp nqfhp exx cheecg
mfccw hpex cfrl bfnhew xm ebhpvhpu."

"Reading, after a certain age, diverts the mind too
much from its creative pursuits. Any man who reads
too much and uses his own brain too little falls into
l~zy habits of thinking." - Albert Einstein

More students of diversity
at University of WisconsinStevens Point than at any time
in the institution's history
This fall's enrollment
at UW-SP is likely the most
diverse student body ever in
the 113-year history of the
campus, according to Registrar
Daniel Kellogg.
Total UW-SP enrollment
for the- 2007 fall semester is
8,897 (excluding UW-Extension
students), an increase of 74
students from the previous
fall. Total students of color
this fall are 469, an increase of
27 diversity students from the
- previous fall.
"UW-SP has put a serious emphasis on increasing
the number of students of
color on campus and much of
our continued rise in enrollment numbers is primarily
due to a sustained effort by
our Admissions Office," said
Kellogg. "We raised our diver~
sity measures in all categories across the board except a
slight decrease in the number
of American Indian students."
Freshman enrolled at UWSP this fall numbered 1,625
with 33 valedictorians, an

Th.e Franciscan Sisters of Christian Charity. Catholic women
religious in service to the world. 0 LU' ministries include education,
heakh care and comm unity/pad sh services in a diversity of

rewardtn.g tn.vironments.
Call Sr. Julie Ann Sheahan, OSF at 920..682-7728.
Or visit wwwJscc<alledtobe.org

average class ranking of 72.5,
and an average ACT score. of
22.8.
The entire student body is
54 percent female and 46 percent male. Within the student
body there are 6,232 continuing students (152 of whom
are graduate students), 198 reentry students (19 of whom
are graduate students), and
688 undergraduate transfer
students. In addition, there
are 160 international students
attending UW-SP this fall,
nine more students than in
2006-07.
"It has been a substantial turnaround for diversity recruitment," said Cathy
Glennon, director of UW-SP
admissions. "I have to give
much of the credit to Scott
West who oversees much of
our diversity recruitment
within our Admissions Office.
He puts in long hours and
goes the extra mile for students by not only recruiting
them to campus, but also serving as an advocate and mentor. Diversity recruitment is
truly a personal experience for
the prospective student and
his/her family and Scott often
has a magic touch in helping
UW-SP exceed our diversity
recruitment goals."
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Science, Health & Tech.

Global climate change: it's here, weather you
Sara Jensen
THE POINTER
SJENS236@UWSP.EDU

Rising ocean levels, a higher frequency of natural disasters, and increas1ng floods and
draughts are just a few of the
signs that climate change is
here. Though there are still
skeptics about the validity of
global warming, Dr. Jenny
Baeseman showed it is indeed
a very real phenomenon.
On Friday, Oct. 12,
Baeseman, a 1998 graduate of
the University of WisconsinStevens Point, gave a.presentation on global climate change,
stressing what problems have
or are currently occurring and
what can be done to stop further damage.
Baeseman is one of 1,000
volunteers chosen by former
Vice President Al Gore, and
recent winner of the Nobel
Peace Prize, to go around the
country giving talks on global
climate change.
Global climate change
refers to the many transformations occurring on the planet
due to increased carbon dioxide levels .in the atmosphere.

UW-SP The Pointer·

believe it or not

uke c~

Baeseman said climate change
Tbe Dtsappea.._~ of
In Africa
is the preferred term because
1987
1913
1173
it has to do with what's happening all over the world.
"Global warming doesn't
mean weather will be warmer
everywhere," Baeseman said.
"That's why we use climate
change."
Through a variety of visual
examples, Baeseman showed
t.:__J ......- ....and explained the various and
significant ways our planet has
changed. Some of the changes
have taken place in as little as
· s.Jwlol&illlJ.A.t((IJJl!II:
the past three decades.
""""':--~'"'"':":W:J
Much of Baeseman's
research is in the Antarctic,
www.grida.no/cllmate/vltalafrtca/ engllsh/ 14.htm
where the polar ice caps are
melting. They are important This montage of the disappearance of Lake Chad shows the affects climate change can have in
to the earth and its inhabitants environments not normally associated with the concept of global warming.
because they radiate many of
the sun's rays back into outer forms such as glaciers, per- breaking away. Melting of this main factors contributing to
space. But with them melt- mafrost and land mass ice, kind causes sea levels to rise, society's inability to change . .
ing, more of the rays become like Greenland, are melting. which if continued will cause Population explosion, scientrapped in the atmosphere. As permafrost, soil at or below places like southern Florida tific and technological revoluThese added solar rays are the freezing point of water, and Manhattan to someday tion and our way of thinking.
added to the many greenhouse melts in places like Alaska, the be submerged under 20 feet of
Baeseman said that if
gases already trapped in the ground becomes less stable. water. Between 1994 and 2000, world populations continue to
atmosphere, causing tempera- This causes the foundations the amount of Greenland's grow, "our resources are going
tures to be warmer. Thus, the of buildings to also become melting doubled and between to be taxed.''.
There are many things
polar ice caps melt even more, unstable and many are start- 2000 and 2005 the amount
doubled yet again.
continuing the cycle of melt- ing to fall to the ground.
people can do everyday to
In Greenland, where much
While some areas suf- become more eco-friendly.
ing and heat trapping.
Along with the polar of the land mass is ice, more fer from flooding or unstable Things as simple as turning of
ice caps melting, other ice and more of it is melting and foundations, others, even as and unplugging unused appliclose as the next village over ances, especially computers,
in places like China, suffer using canvas instead of plastic
from severe draughts. Once or paper bags, or watching
plentiful water sources, such speed limits to get good gas
as Lake Chad in Africa or mileage. Also, switching all
the Aral Sea in Kazakhstan your light bulbs from !flCanare now nothing more than descent to compact fluoressand and dry, brittle ground. cent can make a big difference.
Baeseman pointed out that the Not only are they good for the
Aral Sea used to be the world's environment but they also last
about two years and can help
fourth largest lake.
As a way to study what's save money on electric bills.
happening to the environ- Some countries have even
ment, scientists are looking begun making laws against
to the ice masses still left in the use of incandescent light
existence. To see how today's bulbs. Australia is qne such
carbon dioxide levels compate country, hoping to phase out
with those of centuries past, the bulbs by 2010.
scientists measure the amount
"It is going to take these
of carbon dioxide trapped in big movements," Baeseman
the l.ce from years past. As said in order for any real
ice melts then refreezes, car- change to take place.
bon dioxide becomes trapped,
As a further way to prowhich gives accurate readings mote eco-friendly living,
of how much carbon dioxide Baeseman and some colleagues
was once present in the earth's began a Web site called the
atmosphere. Samples can be Decade of E.D. The premise is
tested from as far back as one that within the next 10 years
million years. They can also if no big changes are made to
see what temperatures from people's ways of life, our earth
the past were like. And the sci- will be dangerously close to
entists are finding that carbon its end. The Web site contains
dioxide levels were never as tips and personal stories on
ways to live environmentally
high as they are today.
"And they project that in friendly. Visitors to the site
45 years it will be double," are also asked to pledge ways
said Baeseman.
of changing and implementEvery country in the world ing those eco-friendly changes
is responsible for the state into their lives.
of our environment's condiFor more information
tion. However, there are some on living an environmentalwho contribute much more, ly friendly lifestyle, visit the
such as the United States. Decade of E.D.' s Web site at
Thirty percent of the earth's www.decadeofed.org, or the
carbon dioxide comes from number of other Web sites out
the United States, which is there dedicated to educating
five times the world average. people about global climate
Baeseman said there are three change.

____ _____
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P.A.C.E. class costing students more than time
By: Adam Lehmann
S CIENCE REPORTER

Getting caught drinking
on campus is now going to
cost big money for students
who violate the University
of Wisconsin-Stevens Point's
drinking policy.
Underage students caught
possessing alcohol are required
to enroll in the Personal
Alcohol Control through
Exploration (P.A.C.E.) program. P.A.C.E. is a three hour
alcohol education class which
allows sh1dents to explore
the many choices surrounding alcohol and to consider if
those decisions are congruent
with their college aspirations.
Also part of the program is
a 30 minute follow-up meet-

ing with a student facilitator.
This follow up meeting allows
students to meet with the student facilitator and individually talk about their personal
consumption habits as well as
what can be done to prevent
alcohol abuse from becoming
cl problem.
. Previously, money for
the P.A.C.E. program came
out of every student's pocket
through segregated fees. Now
it is going to be a self-funded program through the $90
charged to each participant.
The Student Health Promotion
Office will be responsible for
applying the $90 fee to each_
participant's account under
the title of "Alcohol Education
Sanction" once the student is
referred. Those referred to the
program are required to register for the classes through

the Students Rights and
Responsibilities Office on the
first floor of Delzell Hall.
Throughout a semester,
six P.A.C.E. classes are held on
Wednesdays and Thursdays
for students to attend. The
follow-up meetings take
place immediately following
the respective P.A.C.E. program. All P.A.C.E. classes and
fol~ow-ups take place at the
Allen Center for Health and
Wellness Programs.
Since 2000, referrals to
the P.A.C.E. program are up
92 percent. During the 20062007 school year 267 students
attended the program. On a
scale of one to five, five being
the highest, P.A.C.E. participants have rated the program
with an overall 4.22.
"The University has taken
an educational approach to

educating students about the
possible dangers of alcohol
abuse," explained Dr. Anne
Hoffman, Assistant Director
of the Centers. "The P.A.C.E.
class is our solution to help
address this problem."
Dr. Hoffman elaborated ·
that students on this campus
spend a vast amount of money
on alcohol, averaging around
a couple hundred dollars per
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Sundays at the Planetarium
Every Sunday, the Allen
F. Blocher Planetarium hosts
"Into the Universe," a show
about the history of various
NASA space explorations.
Included are the Mercury,
Gemini and Apollo missions.
View ers will explore Jupiter,

Saturn and Mars through the
Pioneer and Mars Exploration
Rover spacecraft. The program also looks at the future
of NASA and space programs,
as well as the possibility of
permanent bases on the moon
and Mars.

Upcoming Programs:
Sunday, Oct. 21 2:00-3:00 p.m.
Sunday, Oct. 28 2:00-3:00 p.m.
Sunday, Nov. 4 2:00-3:00 p.m.
Sunday, Nov. 11 2:00-3:00p.m.
Sunday, Nov. 18 2:00-3:00p.m.
For more information,
contact Randy Olson at 3462208 or rolson@uwsp.edu.

student per semester. One
student who went through
the program reported spending $5,000 on alcohol in one
semester at house parties and
bars combined.
With this new policy in
place, students caught drinking will now get hit right
where it hurts: in their pocketbooks.

wffl>ds,,of:.Wisconsin.
o-V:2·,1eave
~f·school
behmduntif'Sunday,
Nov.4. Enjoy the local
experience with a pleasant canoe trip down the
Trout River and stay in
a relaxing rustic cabin
next to Trout River. Stop

"BcH

down/m.thelowerlevel
of the Allen Cen:fet'to
Outdoor EdVentures
and.( ~P todai~
EdVentures is
open 'M()nday·tbrougb
"1:'iuriday 3 .m. until 6
p.m. ~d F
12 until
4 p.m., and the fm four
people to sign up will
receive a free sling back
bagf

Check out upcoming trips
by Outdoor EdVentures

by going to http://www.
go2a1len.com.

[Radio Toaster]

BIT

www.weymouthastronomy.eo.uk/nightsl<f/planets

The Science, Health
and Tech Question of
the Week
Ever wonder why bees
buzz, beer supposedly gives
you a belly or the sky is blue?
Well, then send these or any
other questions you have
related to the fields of science,
health and technology to The
Pointer and we'll answer at
least one a week. E-mail your

questions to Science, Health
and Tech Editor Sara Jensen
at sjens236@uwsp.edu to get
your mind-boggling question answered. All questions
will remain anonymous and
answers will be from as accurate and reliable a source as
possible.

1

.
1

Ever wish you could listen to your favorite radio
station· while making your
morning toast? Well, now
you can with -''The Only
Radio Toaster."
L ik e
your average, everyday toaster,
this
one
has
two
large slo~s
for getting
your bread
to crispy
perfection.
But now
instead of
st anding
aroun d,
idly waitingforyow:

toast to pop, you can jam
out to whatever song FM
radio stations have decided
is the song of the moment.
With a brushed metal
case, this appliance will
look great in any kitchen. It
will also help keep clutter at
bay because it will no longer
, be necessary to have both
a radio and a toaster taking up counter space. The
radio toaster even comes
equipped with an electric
sensor to automatically
adjust toasting time based
on its internal temperature.
Other features include easytC>-'read radio dials, IUUlti.ple
toasting settings and a builtin cord to once again help
declutter your kitchen.
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Keep warm, save bucks and the globe at the same time
Steve Seamandel
THE POINTER
SSEAM 1 l 3@UWSP.EDU

By now you've felt some
effect of the cold weather; not
being able to walk around
barefoot, having to wear
sleeves and most notably, turning on the thermostat in your
house. For those lucky enough
to live in the residence halls
or apartments with paid heat,
you' re laughing at this article
right now, probably shirtless
and in shorts and sandals and
drinking a beverage with a
parasol in it. But for those of
us not lucky enough to have
free heat, it doesn't take one
long to learn how expensive
the stuff can be.

However, there are many
things one can do to cut extra
digits from his or her electric bill. Things so simple that
you'll soon realize you have
extra Hamiltons and Jacksons
in your wallets to spend at the
Square on the weekends.
For starters, you can turn
your thermostat down a touch
when not at home for long
periods of time. (Or, in the
case of some abodes, turn your
electric heaters off.) According
to an energy saving online
pamplet at www.we-energies.
com, you can save as much
as 10 percent a year on your
electric bill simply by turning
your thermostat down 10-15
percent for eight hours per
day. Translation: when you go

to bed, or leave the house for a
long day of classes, shave your
thermostat temperature down
a few degrees. The more you
shav~, the more you save.
It also helps immensely to
cover your windows with clear
plastic insulation. Sure, it's a
royal, royal pain to put up, but
make a house party out of it.
Spending $20-30 on window
insulation, $12 on a case of
beer and two hours with your
roommates and a hairdryer
can not only be fun, but it can
save you tons of money. (If
I'm starting to sound like the
lizard from Geico, I apologize.
But it's 'true, you can save
a lot of money.) If you just
can't bring yourself to plunk
down the change for win-

dow insulation, at least keep
your larger windows covered
with drapes, curtains or even
blankets stapled to the wall.
(Note: bonus points if you use
staplers stolen from the CNR
and/ or Science Building.)
Now· that your house is
somewhat winterized, there
are things that you can do to
keep yourself warmer too.
Cook something for dinner. It's never safe to leave
your stove on as a source of
heat, but if you're cooking
something you can benefit
from the heat without risking that you bring your house
to a nice golden brown color.
Great and simple ideas that
keep the stove on for an hour
or so include lasagna, meat-

loaf and other assorted frozen
entrees.
Keep your doors closed.
If you have a draft in a certain room, you'll not only isolate the cold air of that room,
but you'll be able to pinpoint
where the cold points exist in
your house.
Heat smaller areas instead
of bigger ones. If you live alone
or with one other person in a
bigger place, you may want to
look into using a space heater
in the main room you're occupying at the time and keeping
your thermostat set at an otherwise low temperature.
Leave the house! Go shopping, study (yes, the library is
well-heated) or go,for a jog.

Spicy hot chili cures what ales ye come fall
Steve Seamandel
THE POINTER
SSEAM 113@UWSP.EDU

"What's that smell?
Onions ... chili
powder...
cumin...
JUICY
ground
chuck? It's chili!" If anyone
knows their chili, it's Homer
Simpson.
Homer's distinct ability to
smell the goodness of chili
reigns supreme in the 162nd
episode of "The Simpsons,"
entitled, "El Viaje Misterioso
de Nuestro Homer." In this episode, Homer attends the annual Springfield Chili Cookoff
only to be overpowered by
Chief Clancy Wiggum' s chili,
fueled with glowing redand-yellow "merciless peppers of Quetzlzacatenango,"

which the Chief claims are,
"grown deep in the jungle primeval by the inmates of a
Guatemalan insane asylum."
Homer consumes the peppers,
experiences a hallucinogenic
trip straight from "Fear and
Loathing in Las Vegas" and
awakens the next morning to
a hazy insanity-pepper hangover. Those can be the worst.
Now, while the Chief's
Guatemalan Insanity Peppers
are probably a tad difficult
to obtain, anyone can whip
up a mean pot and proclaim
themselves "pope of chilitown." The core ingredients
usually consist of something
like meat (usually ground
chuck, but really anything will
do), beans, tomato sauce and
spices. Noodles, while a con-

troversial subject with some
chili-buffs, can be an awesome
addition. Whatever you add
beyond that is really up to
you.
I have found that making
chili in a slow-cooker gets you
the best results; it brings the
chili up to temperature slowly
and allows most of the juice to
remain in the chili, as opposed
to boiling it out over a flame
on the stove. However, fear
not if ye have no slow-cooker;
throw everything into a huge
pot and keep the lowest possible heat on it, stirring every so
often. (Do;' t ever, ever burn
the beans.)
Chili is also a multiday affair, or "Celebration
of Chili," as I like to call it.
Cooking up a big pot will usu-

on-line I on-site

JOB FAIR

Plover
Stevens Point
3256 Church St • 5657 W. HWY 10

Employment Facts
Pay
Friendships
Training
Fun Place To Work
Flexible Hours
Vacation
Health Insurance

Stability

MANAGEMENT POSITIONS AVAILABLE: PERISHABLE & NON-PERISHABLE
DEPARTMENT MANAGERS, POINT OF SAl£/CUS1-0MlR SERVICE ~W-IAGERS.
RECENING MANAGERS

100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

-Experiment with different types of tomato sauces to
attain your desired consistency. Some people like really soupy chili, which would
call for more tomato sauce
and paste. Some people like
chunky chili, which would call
for more chunky cut tomatoes
as opposed to sauce.
-If adding noodles, do not
boil them before adding them
to your chili, and make sure
they' re the last thing to go
into the pot. The noodles will
cook and soften by sucking up
some of the excess juice from
the tomato sauce and beans.
If you cook them prior to adding them, they will become
mushy. You will see similar
effects if you cook your chili
for too long with the noodles
in it.
-Chili powder is what
makes or breaks your
chili. Make sure you know
how much you're adding.
Remember, you can always
put more in but you can't take
it out. Add a little at at time,
stir your pot and taste. Only
add more if you can handle it.
-Add other ingredients to
your preference, like onions,
spices (cumin and garlic),
cilantro, jalepenos and cheese.
Top off your chili with
cheese, sour cream, crackers
or anything else you can think
of and enjoy while heating up
your body!

1850 Plover Rd.

for our Stevens Point
and Plover locations

Paycheck every 1 week

ally last you at least 3-4 days,
which is more than enough
time to bring your body's fiber
content up to normal levels, if
you know what I mean.
If you've never made chili
before, here are some tips.
Making chili is easy, fun and
gives you a chance to be creative in the kitchen.
-Use about one pound of
meat. Meat type can include
(but certainly not limited to)
beef, pork, turkey, chicken,
venicin, buffalo, werewolf...
the sky's the limit. If you can
kill it, it can serve as chili
meat. It helps to brown the
meat before adding it in with
the beans and other ingredients. Note: For all the veggies, chopping up a few Boca
Burgers can easily replace any
meat. You can make a beanonly chili, but what's the difference between that and heating up some 7-bean salad from
the deli?
-Add about two cans of
beans. Any more beans will far
outweigh the amount of sauce
and meat (or Boca) you have
in the chili. You're striving for
equality of ingredients here,
not to increase methane production via flatulence. There
are a ton of different types of
beans, but the best for chili
are, surprise: chili beans (pot
or mild), kidney beans (dark
or light red) and a personal
favorite, black beans.

FULL & PART-TIME POSITIONS AVAl!AlllE: STOCKERS (VAR!OUS DEPARTMENTS

INCLUDING 3RD SHIFT), MEAT WRAPPERS, MEAT HB.P, SEAFOOD SALES COUNTffi
CLERKS, PIIOOUCE SAi.ES CLERKS. lWAO BAR SALES CLERKS, BAKERS, CAKE
DECORATORS, BAl<fRY SALES CLERKS, FLORAL DESIGNERS, FLORAL SALES CLERKS,

Dal SALES ClffiKS, COFFEE SAR SALES CLERKS, CASHIERS, BAGGERS/CART
RETRIEVERS, PRODUCT SAMPLER SALF.S CLER)($

EQUAL OPl'ORTUNl1Y EMPI.OYE!I.
NOT All POSIJIONS AVAIIAlllE AT All lOCAllONS.

WW<ENO AVMAlltUTY 1!£(1UIREO.

Fall muskie feedin
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Students,
meet Treehaven
.
Jessica Spengler

radio telemetry for finding collared animals, and evaluated
JSP~N8_26@UWSP .EDU
habitat of whitetail deer and
fisher. There is also one waters
Remember summer camp?
class where we studied fish,
Youlookedforwardtothebeauphytoplankton, and aquatic
tiful summer days of swimplants. The last credit is the
ming and hanging out with
identification of scientific and
your friends. Well, if_ you:re
common names of over 200
a student in the Umver~1ty
plants."
of Wisconsin:Stevens Point
"It is a pretty intense proCollege of Natural Resources
gram. Each class is one credit
major, the thought of summer
and four days long. They are
camp can be chilling, espevery hands-on. You are learncially when that camp is called
ing to use the tools that profesTreehaven.
sionals use in the field," said
Treehaven is; a natural
McKay. ·
resources education facility
All this hard work can lead
located between Rhinelander
some students to paranoia.
and Tomahawk, Wis., that,
"One of my crewmates,
for 22 years, has been home
Horsepower, and I were mapto the CNR' s Summer Field
ping vegetation of our 40 acres,
Training program. The facilwhen like 10 grouse or pheasity was donated to UW-SP by
ants dive bombed us and he
the Vallier family to replace
used me as a human shield.
the formerly used Clam Lake
He thought the rustling was a
Field Station.
bear," said Lartz.
For most CNR majors,
The experience is not all
attending one of the two sixwork and no play for students,
week summer sessions at
though. On their downtime,
Treehaven is a requirement.
students can sign up for sports
During this nationally rec- .
leagues or rent canoes and
ognized program, stu~ents
kayaks, watch movies and
learn all aspects of the natueven play a round of disc golf.
ral resources program, includThey also find ways to entering forestry, wildlife managetain each other.
ment, soil science, and water
"You definitely have time
resources.
to play," said McKay. "I played
Students also have the
softball and horseshoes. They
option to attend an eight-week
showed a lot of movies on
European seminar that t~es
the big screen and one night
them to Germany and Poland,
a group of students put on a
but all students must complete
bluegrass concert for us."
one of them.
Although the Treehaven
"What makes the Stevens
program can be difficult, mo~t
Point program stand out
students agree that the expenfrom other schools is that we
ence is worthwhile.
require these types of activi"I thought it was a lot
ties from students," said John
of work, but the tools they
Heusinkveld, associate direcgave us were invaluable. I feel
tor of Treehaven.
much more prepared for getA typical day for students
ting a job in my field of study,"
at Treehaven starts at 7:30 a.m.
Lartz said. "Honestly, I actuwith breakfast, followed by
ally miss it up there."
about an hour of lecture. The
rest of the day is spent out
in the field, doing hands-on,
intensive study of that week's
course. They come in for dinner in the evening, after which
they may have a project or
paper to work on with the others in their designated fourperson crew.
.
"The days get to be pretty
long when you are writing
up reports or doing mapping
until the wee hours," said
senior Molly McKay, a biology
and environmental education
major who attended Treehaven
over the past summer.
Adding to the long days
is the pressure of completing
seven credits of work in six
weeks.
Senior wildlife major,
Sabrina Lartz ·said, "We took
two soils classes, where we
identify, survey, evaluate and
create possible uses of the
land; two forestry courses,
which also involved surveying, tr~e species identification and other forestry management; one wildlife course
where we set live traps, used
TH E POINTER

Outdoor• EdVentures
Tip of the Week
Stinging nettles - Urtica Dioca
Brought to you by Jessica from
Outdoor EdVentures
Due to its stinging nature many
people fear this herb. On the. contr~,
many people list nettle as therr favont.e
wild edible. Nettles are extremely nutritious. They are high in vitamins A, C,
calcium, potassium, magnesium, ir~n
and are also incredibly high in protem
content. As famous local forager Samuel
Thayer said, "If the deer ever figure out
how to cook, nettles are going to be in
big trouble."
Most of you know what they look
like: sharply toothed lance-like leaves
and it can sting you. If you're in Nepal,
watch out: it grows like bamboo and can
get 12-20 feet tall. Ouch!
You can cook it just like spinach but
consider that nettles boil down to half its
size. You can also use the cooking water
as a vegetable broth or drink it as tea.
The tea helps with some prostate problems combats diarrhea, and improves
blood flow. If you're not a tea drinker,
your house plants might enjoy this treat.
The young herb also can be used to
make wine and beer! They can be harvested all growing season; just cut off
the top new leaf generation f?r eating.
It's best to pick before flowermg (May,
June), and when harvesting, eith~r use
gloves or the tough tips of your fingers

and carefully pluck from the ground by
the base of its stem. Nettles are a great
way to start if you're interested in foraging. They are easy to identify and they
grow about everywhere and abundantly,
even in Schmeeckle.
Healthy-Blood Herbal Tea
1 plant~n leaf
2 nettle leaves
1 mint leaf
1 cup of water
Boil the plants for three minutes.
This enricl1es the blood, mains the kidneys and treats allergies or prostate
problems.
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A day of

honor...
Above Left: Members of the
Dreyfus family are greeted by
students wearing t-shirts printed
with Chancellor Dreyfus' infamous red vests.
Left: Students enjoy themselves
at the reception, eating cookies decorated with Dreyfus' red
vest.
Below Left: Members of the Phi
Mu Alpha Sinfonia sing the UWSP school song, "The Purple
and the Gold."
Bottom: Chancellor Dreyfus' two
children, Judge Lee and Susan
Fosdick, enjoy looking at old ·
photos of their father while at
the reception .

http://www.pointer.uwsp.edu/ pointer.aspx
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... a
day of
much
anticip~tion
Above Left: Students eagerly gather around
the new Lee Sherman Dreyfus University
Center sign.
Left: Susan Fosdick, Chancellor Bunnell and
Judge Lee Dreyfus take a moment to pose for
a picture y.,hile reminiscing at the reception.
Below Left: The Naming Ceremony, open to
the public, drew a great audience, many of
whom knew Lee Sherman Dreyfus personally.
Bottom Left: Young learners from the Suzuki
Center marched into the courtyard of the Noel
Fine Arts Center to entertain the audience
members at the reception. Under Chancellor
Dreyfus' leadership, the American Suzuki
""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""=,!] Talent Education Program and Suzuki Summer
Institute were developed.
Below: Student Government President, Justin Glodowski and Master of
Cermonies, Shawn Connelly, hold the new plaque, presented to the students by
Dreyfus' grandaughter.
Below Right: Participants of the Naming Ceremony patiently wait in line for delectables and delights.

Center
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Volleyball team takes fourth place
at UW-Osh kosh
VOLLEYBALL
Rochelle Nechuta
TH E POINTER
RNECH 142@ UWSP.EDU

The
University
of
Wisconsin-Stevens
Point
volleyball team traveled to
Oshkosh this past weekend and
placed fourth of eight teams in
the University of WisconsinOshkosh Invitational. The
team also upset fourth ranked
UW-Oshkosh in a separate
match Wednesday night.
l"he Pointers won their
first match against Milwaukee
School of Engineering on
Friday with a 3-2 victory. UWSP won their first, second and
fifth games, with Pointers Beth
Richter, Gina Guell and Katie

O'Brien leading the team in
kills.
In the third match of the
tournament the Pointers also
beat Lakeland Colleges 3-1
with a total of 60 accumulated
kills. Once again Guell was
a team leader, accumulating
18 kills and Shelly Maus was
not far behind with 14 of her
own.
In their second match
of the tournament, UW-SP
dropped all three games to
UW-Oshkosh. The Titans have
a 4-0 Wisconsin Intercollegiate
Athletic Conference record
and a 25-2 overall record. The
Pointers also lost all three of
their games against Carthage
College in their last match of
the tournament. Senior Shelly
Maus was named to the alltournament team.
Wednesday, the Pointers

came on strong and defeated
UW-Oshkosh 3-2 after their
own loss four days before to
the Titans. Richter led the team
once again with 17 kills.
After the win, the Pointers
are 17-10 in overall record and
have been victorious in four of
seven conference games. The
team will face eight remaining regular season matches in
the next two weeks, with the
last conference match scheduled for Oct. 24th against UWLaCrosse. It will be the first
match-up for the two teams
this season. The Eagles have
racked up a 20-6 overall record
so far in the 2007 season.
UW-SP will host Viterbo
University, Carroll College,
Finlandia University, and
Luther College at home Oct.
19th and 20th.

Photo by Alicia Mehrc

Pointer Beth Richter (#1) tallied 42 kills during the UWOshkosh Invitational. The senior from Green Bay also accumulated 17 kills to lead the team during the game Wednesday
against the Titans.

Pointers slay-the
Green Knights
SOCCER
Rochelle Nechuta
THE POINTER
aNECH I 42@UWSP .EDU

Photo by Alicia Mehre

The Pointers upset the UW-Oshkosh Titans Wednesday night for the first time since 1998.
UW-SP won three of their five games during the meeting, after a loss to the Titans in the UWOshkosh Invitational last weekend.

Senior on the $pot
Hannah Dieringer - Cross Country
<>l,:il' ~\worite Pointer sports
metn
i ~ g CC Nationals in Ohio
on il C9t;npi~tJy!Jnuddy course.

Kaylee Weise and Amanda
Prawat once again played integral parts in the University
of Wisconsin-Stevens Point
win against St. Norbert. It
was the Pointers' fifth conference win and their last home
game of the season. The victory brought the soccer team's
record to 11-3-1 overall.
The Pointers scored all
five of their goals· in the second half of the game. Weise
scored first goal by Megan
Schmidt early in the second
half to tie St. Norberts, who
tallied the only goal in the first
portion of the game.
Weise
also
assisted

Amanda Prawat in the next
two goals, which fell within
four minutes of each other.
Both ladies tied their totals
during the game, bringing
their overall statistics to 14
goals and eight assists.
Pointers
Mary
Jean
Cornelius and Meghan Vanden
Heuval tallied single goals
each, helping UW-SP to the
5-1 score that catapulted them
to victory. Goalie Meredith
DeCaluwe saved three shots
and Green Knight goalie
Mallory Ford had 19 saves
throughout the game.
The next game for the
Pointers will be at UW-River
Falls on Saturday. The Falcons
are currently 1-2-2 in conference play, and have a 2-10-3
overall record.
This season UW-SP has
been out-shooting their opponents 296 to 146. The team has
outscored their challengers 41
points to 15 points.

Wl1at is y<>QtroQ~ .,mparrassing sports
moment? Whe
· at the starting line
of a race to show qtftµrvform bundies, I
accidently pulled that down, too, showing the official my underwea,r.
Rav¢ ~y gameday rituals or supersti-

tions? Drinking coffee the mornipg of a
race.

Who is yow: spottsfairo? Breeda Willis

(our a$$i$~l:).t<::Qi:\t;hft'Qml~land who
ran attn~ 2000 t)Jyr);!,pic~J.
Major: Interior Atqhitecture

Wu.at is your spqtJ;philosophy? Always

r
Hometown: Spencei,jY(

ti;y'your best and don't get too worked
P about things.

"

Do you have any nickn

f

Photo by Rochelle Ncchura

The soccer team has a 11-3-1 overall record so far this ynar.
Pointers Kaylee Weise and Amanda Prawat are currently ~ied
with 14 goals and 8 assists.

....
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Get
submerged! UW-SP's swimming and diving team
.
Ashley Schlosser
THE

POINTER
ASC_HL336@UWSP. EDU

since their men's team is one of
the best in the university's his-

tory.

"Point has the advantage
Although the University of with the intensity of training
WISConsin-Stevens Point swim- and better tapering for conferming and diving team graduated ence," says Willie Gapp, a senior
quite a few top-notched seniors backstroke and freestyle sprinter,
last year, this year looks promis- regarding their opponents.
ing with the new young talent.
Considering the attitude and
"We graduated a lot of personality of UW-SP' s team this
female sprinters and male dis- ye~ they will be tough competitance swimmers," said Alan tors for UW-La.Crosse this seaBoelk, the swimming and diving son
coach. "'This year's team is a little "We have a highly motiyounger, a little less heavy on vated, very dedicated, extremely
sprinters for the ladies and less competitive, fun-loving team. We
distance swimmers for the guys, are a big family," says distance
but has more depth than last and freestyle competitor Eric
year's team."
Rundell.
Both teams did well last
"The team's personality is
year. The women were far ahead very fun [We] like to hangout
of everyone in the conference last and have a good time, but we are
season, whereas the men had one also serious when it comes time
of the closest conference meets to work and compete. We are
in 2006 than they had in a long very competitive," says Krystal
time.
Morgan, a senior diver and the
As UW-SP' s greatest adver- captain for the women's swimsary, the University of WISConsin- ming and diving team.
La.Crosse meets with the Pointers
"When you' re submerged
in five different meets during the underwater for at least two hours
season Like years past, UW- a day, you have to be a little
Lacrosse will be one of UW-SJY s crazy," Gapp said jokingly.
Overall, the UW-SP swim~
toughest competitors this year

-

Photo courtesy of Stevens Point Athletics Department Web site

Women's and Men's swimmng and diving teams start their
season with the Purple-Gold Meet on Oct. 20.
ming and diving team consists
of 27 men and 34 women competitors this year. The team is a
mix of incoming freshmen and
returning swimmers and divers
who have the talent and skill to
succeed.
"I think every kid on my
team has the ability to go lifetime bests this year," says Coach
Boelk.
Get the chance to see what
the swimming and diving team

has to offer this year by watching the Purple-Gold Meet this
Saturday at 1:00 p.m at the
Aquatic Center.
"It's our intrasquad meet
where the team is split into two
teams-the purple and gold
team. 'This meet is our first shot
at the season, and helps us get
ready for the next few weeks
where we have meets coming
up," says senior backstroke competitor Scott Hoppe.

Notable Brits want you to participate in
Ilg ~lc''for athletics:

UWSP's Education Programme in

FomPoinfm win mAC
' awards

The

Wiscortsih

Intercollegiate Athletic
Conference, named fout

UW-SP students as athletes

, of the week £or thejr performances.

Football kickervRyan
Graboski was awarded
Athlete ofthe Week the sec~

During SPRING BREAK: March 15-23, 2008

ond time this season after

Don't disappoint them!

. the, ,Pointer game against

P1og1omme Hlgl,/Jgl,111
Have you ever wondered how other countf"ies around the world teach their students and prepare their teachers? Have you
wanted to experience rich, diverse learning environments in another part of the world? Come join us in exploring the Education
Programme of the United Kingdom! We will visit primary, secondary and teacher preparation institutes while learning from
experts in the British Education system. Opportunities to compare and contrast viewpoints and practice will abound.

, UW-Stout. ,He kicked the
game-winning field goal
to pull the Pointers ahead
in the last minutes of the

matchup and ended the
game tying the school
record of fo~ field ,goals,in

In addition, we plan a guided tour of London, an evening theatre performance and personal time to explore such places as
Hyde Parb, Westminster Abbey, Bucbingham Palace with the changing of the guard, St. Paul's Cathedral, the many art
galleries, Harrod's department store and other unique sites in the city of London.

a game. Graboski also set
the ,school ~cord, kitking
14 points. . ,
. .·
I
S<x:cer o.ffenstve, player

C1ed/fll

Amanda Prewat also was

Participants enroll for three credits of Education 370/570 Worbshop in Education: International Education

Programme, Comparative Studies - United Kingdom WE. Both a Writing Emphasis and a non-writing emphasis section will be
offered, pending approval. No preret111lsltes. Graduate credit can also be arranged at an additional cost. ript.

after her performance 1st week. She scored

awarded

three.

App/J~ollon, Deadllne fo• appllcatlon b Decembe• 1, 2007.

Request an application form from

UWSP International Programs or from JoAnne Katzmareb (CPS 4n) directly. Return the form to UWSP International Programs
with a $250 (non-refundable) deposit. The group is limited to 16 total participants, 15 students and one leaders. Applications are
processed in the order they are received.
r
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goals against:
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, Supt:)1io;r and two in the

, ~·s ,St. Norbert game.
· Ptewat has tallied 14, goals
and eight assists for the
Pointers sofar,,this seasoti,
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''Lend Me a Tenor'' an energetic performance
Rick LaRoche
THE POINTER
RLAR083 !@UWSP.EDU

Students and staff of the
University of WisconsinSteven's Point's department
of Theater and Dance will
perform Ken Ludwig's "Lend
Me a Tenor" on Oct. 18-21.
The play has gained critical
acclaim in both New York and
London, winning three Tony
Awards and four Drama Desk
Awards.
The performance centers
on a misinterpreted letter and
tranquilizing of the star performer that sends the characters into frenzy. Filled with
mistaken identities and comi-

cal farce, the play is "smartly
put together and travels at
a madcap speed," said Tyler
Marchant, director and assistant professor at the UW-SP.
Marchant returns to UWSP this year for his first fulltime teaching position after
spending many years as a
director in New York City and
in theaters across the country, including Off-Broadway
Theatre and Primary Stages
in New York. He has also
developed new plays for the
American Theatre and served
as the associate director for the
Broadway production of "On
Golden Pond." He has wanted to direct "Lend Me a Tenor"
since his own experience as
a performer in the show. The

director of that performance
of "Lend Me a Tenor" encouraged him to pursue directing.
"It's a challenging play for
the actors," Marchant said. "It
requires a precise comic timing at breakneck speed, performed with grace and truthfulness. It's meant to turn
the audience's expectations
upside down, as well as the
characters.' Neither knows
what is coming up next."
The play begins in
Cleveland in 1934, where
the Cleveland Grand Opera
Company is hosting world
famous tenor Tito Merelli
(played by Thomas Bevan).
After he is given a double
dose of tranquillizer and passes out, Max (Curt Hansen), the

On newsstands now... Jonah Hex #23
Andrew Dallman
ARTS

&
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and farther from their traditional tribal lands and into
conflict with the neighboring
Kiowa tribesmen.
After narrowly surviving
this conflict, Hex finds himself
in direct opposition with the
United States Army. Now,
staked to the ground in the
middle of the desert and left
with nothing but his knife and
a single canteen of water, Hex

If you are looking for
• something a bit out of the ordinary to add to your monthly
reading selections, consider
the DC comic book western
"Jonah Hex." This character
made his first appearance in
the June/July
1972 edition
of
"Weird
Western
Tales" and has
been a popular
fixture of the
DC universe
ever since. His
popularity led
PALMIOTTI
to his current
GRAY
series, which
BERNET
launched
23months
ago.
The current issue's
story
was
written
by
Justin Gray
and
Jimmy
Palmiotti
and features ·
art by Jordi
Bernet. Issue
23 chronicles
Hex's journey through
Apache country while serving as a guide
for a Chicago
newspaper
photographer
and his three
companions.
Along the way,
Hex introduces the bookish
photographer
to the realities
of American
expansionism
and its effects
on the Apache,
who are being
driven farther

must find a way to survive
and return the favor.
"Jonah Hex #23" is a good
read and, more importantly, a
great jumping-on point for a
series that delivers action, suspense and a dash of creepiness
every month. Jonah Hex is
published by DC Comics and
can be purchased for $2.99 at
all of your favorite comic book
retailers.

manager's assistant, attempts
to impersonate the singer, and
chaos ensues.
Christie Burgess, who
plays the role of Maggie, was
excited to work with Marchant.
"Tyler Marchant has been too
keen to let the actors find what
is organic for the character
for blocking [movement on
stage] or motivation. It helps
the characters come to life,"
said Burgess. "It helps to give
the show character and natural timing."
In addition to Marchant' s
unique guidance, Burgess
believes that the energy and
creativity of the cast and crew
are the production's major
strength.
"The cast, crew and ere-

ative members have been
amazing! We've got the most
creative team working on this
show. Every piece of the puzzle
matters, and we've assembled
a masterpiece," said Burgess.
"What I've enjoyed most
about working on this s.h ow is
the whole team is shaping and
creating it."
Tickets may be purchased at the UW-SP Ticket
and Information Office at 200
Division St., Stevens Point, or
by calling (715) 346-4100 or
(800) 838-3378. Tickets are $17
for adults, $16 for senior citizens, $12 for youth and $4.50
for students if purchased in
advance. Students can get free
tickets on the day of the show
if seats are available.

Future of the Left is
easy to love
Zachary Krogman

in Packs." The title makes the
band's savage wit and preoccupation with violence obvious. The crunch of the guiIt is depressingly rare tars . reveals the brutality of
that an album comes out that the sound, but the introducseems so easy. It's not like the tion of a piano hook halfway
band did anything special. The through the song shows the
musicians rocked out, threw in band's tuneful side. It creeps
some catchy hooks and infect- in and makes their sound
ed it with some smile-inducing playful and addictive. Finally,
wit. Unfortunately, this hasn't it shows Falkous' s delivery at
happened since System of a its best, as he throws out lines
Down stopped caring about like "38 minutes in a chicken's
their albums. Finally, merciful- nightmare" with the approprily, Future of the Left dropped ate venom before unleashing
"Curses" and gave us rock the malice on the chorus. It's
that's easy to love.
also the best song on an album
"Curses" is snotty, crunchy filled with songs that are all
and fun as hell. Every song vying for that distinction.
could exist on an island, yet
If "Curses" has a weakthey each reference one anoth- ness, it's that it makes itself
er enough to make listening loved too quickly. The album
from beginning to end a neces- doesn't grow on listeners; they
sity. Singer Andrew Falkous will love it on the first time
fits into the sonic landscape through. There's nothing to
perfectly, and Future of the explore, just immediate aweLeft make the most of his ver- someness. Unfortunately, this
satile and sly delivery. Exhibit bodes poorly for continued
A is the ridiculously catchy shelf-life and "Curses" clocks
"Manchasm," which show- in under 40 minutes. Still, it's
cases Falkous' s delivery and hard to hold short play-time
demonstrates the tightness of against them. Once the album
Future of the Left' s sound. The is worn out the first time, it
song has three distinct parts, will certainly be worth comall blended together into less ing back to. Future of the Left
than four-minutes of runtime. has done what precious few
Each part is fully explored and can-they banged out 14 fanblends into the others perfect- tastic songs, packaged them
ly.
together perfectly and made
If there is one song on it seem like they diqn' t even
this album that represents the break a sweat. All the listener
whole, it's "Real Men Htmt can do is surrender and enjoy.
ARTS
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Katie's Curiosities: Seeing socks, or. Download revolutions with
Radiohead's "In Rainbows"
the tall and short of Wilco
And it is.
Katie Adams
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Throughout grade school,
I was tall. No, I was not just
tall; I was a giant. On picture day, I was always at the
end of the height-ordered line
(Incidentally, it was the only
time that I, with the last name
Adams, was ever at the end of
the line). I often looked like I
was a middle schooler hanging out with second graders
because my friends were so
much shorter than me. In
fifth grade, I was taller than
my teacher and had to suffer her endless jokes about
having to walk on my knees
so she wouldn't be shorter
than her students. Needless
to say, I hated being tall with
a passion that ran deep in my
veins. And then, one crisp fall
day during my freshman year
as I walked along the sidewalk of Historic Downtown
Stevens Point, I came to an
astonishing realization: I am
short. I am not just of average
height. I am actually short.
Somewhere along the way, I
stopped growing, while the
people around me did not. All
that time I had figured I was
tall, just because I had been
tall once upon a time. My joy
at this revelation was immeasurable.
For three years now I have
reveled in being short. I take
great pride in the fact that I can
identify each of my friends by
their nostrils. I love that I have
to move the seat forward every
lime I drive someone else's
car, causing them to squeeze
mto a little ball in attempt to
fit their limbs inside the next
time they get into the driver's
seat. I love that I never have
to duck under light fixtures or
doorways. I have never once

· in the past three years regret- stage to tall folks at the back
ted being short, nor have I of the hall.
held it against others for being
When I was able to see, the
tall.
concert itself was amazingThat said, I decided last there were three encores, and
Tuesday night that tall people Jeff Tweedy told us that the
are the bane of my existence. longer we clapped in time to
"Why," you may ask, "after the music, the longer the band
so much love for tall people would keep playing. I must
and the fact that you are short tell you, though, even if the
have you come to such a rash concert is amazing, with three
conclusion, Katie?" Well, my hours of fantastic alternative
friends, it comes down to this: music, smashing guitar solos,
last Monday
night I saw a .
fantastic Regina 1
Spektor concert.
I stood at the
back of a hot,
crowded concert hall with
my tall friend
behind me so he
wouldn't block
anyone's view,
and I could
see everything
clearly.
Last
Tuesday, I went
to a Wilco concert at the same
Photo courtcsv of Karie AJ ams
venue. Wilco
fans are tall.
Much taller than the young and even a non-miked acousgirls and hipsters that show up tic guitar solo of "Someone
to see Regina Spektor. So tall, Else's Song" played by the
in fact, that I had to stand at one and only Tweedy, it is not
the back of the concert hall on incredibly exciting to watch
the stairs in order to see what a concert alone. Of course, I
was happening onstage. My use the term "alone" loosely;
friends, being tall themselves, standing on the steps with me
crowded up to the front of were dozens of other short
the audience and were even people, all reduced to peering
able to see the red socks of over the heads of the tall while
Nels Cline, fantastic European trying to catch a glimpse of
guitarist.
Cline's red socks. So please,
Because I couldn't see , tall folks, I beg of you: be conmuch, I spent much of the siderate of the short people
concert daydreaming about who attend concerts with you.
ways to make the tall pay I know you don't even see us
for their height. For instance, when you look straight ahead,
with my new rules, all con- but don't forget that all we see
cert-goers must stand in a is the back of your shirt. All
height-ordered line progress- we want to see is Cline's red
ing from short folks near the socks.

Photo courtesy of www.poshyarn.co.uk

The short would like to remind the tall that they would like to see the band's socks, _too.

Scott Hintz
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It's been nearly four
years since we've heard from
Radiohead, arguably one of
the best bands the world has
ever seen. Radiohead has tirelessly striven to create music
that was previously believed
to be impossible, similar to a
few fellow British bands you
may be familiar with.
However,
while
the
greatness of pioneers like
the Beatles and Pink Floyd
remains largely unchallenged,
Radiohead faces constant criticism. Their music is and has
been presented to an audience
dominated by cynical critics
and jaded music elitists not
willing to shell out money for
a product that takes a considerable amount of time to
create, much more so than the
mass-produced pop "music"
that typically flies off the WalMart shelves. The release of
Radiohead' s latest effort, "In
Rainbows," is much more fascinating.
Rather than release their
album traditionally through a
record label that absorbs much
of the profit and cares little
about the fans of the music,
Radiohead decided to release
their album via their bizarre
homepage with a price that
could pry guilt from almost
any downloader' s conscience,
"It's up to you." If you click
on the message in disbelief,
it reads, "No, really, it's up to
you."
By leaving the price to
the consumer, Radiohead not
only satisfies the listener, but
also helps countless bands and
loyal fans gain knowledge as
to how much the music is
really worth to the majority of
music consumers.
Considering that the hard
copy is · also being sold as a
two disc, two vinyl "discbox"
with material not on the download for a whopping 40 euro
($81 US dollars), this gracious
option would be pure marketing genius and nothing more
if the product wasn't fantastic.

Phil Selway' s scratching
drum track on albu)n opener, "15 Step," bursts from
the speakers and immediately propels the listener into
Radiohead' s most rocking
material since "The Bends."
"Bodysnatchers"
follows,
driven by Jonny Greenwood's
liquid guitar riff and brother
Colin Greenwood's snaking
bass. The song is reminiscent
of "Paranoid Android" off
of their seminal album, "OK
Computer."
Thom Yorke's comforting falsetto on the beautiful
"Nude" makes the listener
swoon, while strings and
choirs echo in the distance
until the last euphoric minute
carries them into the clouds.
"Nude" and "All I Need"
find Radiohead at their most
romantic, but the songs retain
a slice of the dark underbelly
that many ·of the band's songs
carry in suggestive lines like
"I'm an animal/trapped in
your hot car."
After the melancholic
"Faust ARP" and grooving
"Reckoner" begin to ascend
to the pearly gates of album
closer, "Videotape," a surprising thought begins to enter the
listener's mind: Yorke and the
boys may have lightened up.
While their back catalog
in recent years has been heavy
on emotion and at times maddening in its experimentation,
"In Rainbows" appears to be a
foray back into the more welcoming sound that garnered
their initial success.
While the album is still
equipped with progressive
compositions and unconventional sounds, their experimentation has been condensed
into what a casual listener
could call "songs." The lack
of this quality has been a frequent criticism of Radiohead' s
music since 2000' s "Kid A"
"In Rainbows" could eventually become Radiohead' s
thesis, covering all of what
they have accomplished, presented in a manner their multitude of diverse fans could
agree was an infinitely rewarding experience.
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Your College Survival Guide
Bitching and Moaning
Pat "Unbridled Rage" Rothfuss
WITH HELP FROM GALAXY COMICS.

Dear Pat,
So, I have a friend. The problem is, whenever she
talks, I want to punch her teeth in. She is undeniably
the most sanctimonious and self-absorbed person I've
ever met. I mean, you can't have a conversation with this
chick. You can't get a word in edgewise. And if you
do, whatever you say is immediately contradicted or
has to be "topped" by how much better or worse her
situation is.
Here's a generic example of one of our conversations:
Me: "Hey, how's it going?"
Friend: "Well, MY week was horrible! I had
three tests!"
Me: "Really? I had a test, too. It was sort of
hard, I guess ... "
Friend: "WELL, I'm taking a graduate level
class, which is probably about ten times more difficult than whatever you're worried about, and
[bragging for about five minutes broken by brief
silences allotted for me to express how impressed I
must be]."
Me: "I think ... "
Friend: "No, you don't understand, you see
[complaining for 20 minutes, punctuated by assertions by me that go along the lines of "That sucks.
Wow. Oh"]."
It's getting to the point where I'm considering
just avoiding her completely. I feel like I need to say
something if we're to continue the friendship, but if I
did, it would get ugly. Ideally, I'd like to remain friends
with her, because between bouts of bitching and moaning, she's actually a cool gal. What should I do?
Really Irritated Friend
Yeah. We all know someone like this. The person who is constantly in the middle of their own
endless pity-party. Their classes are hard. Their dog
is sick. Their boss is mean. Their mom's a bitch.
Their boyfriend is thoughtless. Did they mention
that their classes are hard ... ?
Here's a couple brief public service announcements for y'all:
1) If, right now, you're thinking, "I don't know
anyone like that." You might be this person.
2) If your response to "How are you doing?"
is to give a deep sigh and say, "Well, you know..."
and then go into detail about everything that sucks
in your life. You might be this person.
3) If your life sucks, fine. Keep it to yourself.
Everyone else's life sucks too, but you don't hear us
bitching endlessly about it, do you? Rub some dirt
on it and get back in the game.
4) I'm not saying that you should never talk
about your problems. You need to talk about your
problems. If you don't, you'll blow a gasket in your
head and shoot someone. But there's a difference
between having a cathartic heart-to-heart with a

friend and engaging in endless masterbatory selfflagellation.
5) Rule of thumb: When talking to your friends,
only one conversation in ten should center around
how much your life sucks. That's the maximum. In
times of extreme emotional trauma, this can drop
to as low as one in three. But if you're doing one-in.three then you better be missing a limb, a victim of
wookie rape and mourning the fact that your dog
caught on fire.

w»tzyf.~-;Jr
HAD 711Ri:£ TESTS
10~'1 !! 7TIREC/

6) Nobody bitches more than people with nothing wrong with their lives. You have food and shelter? Everyone in your family healthy? Then shut.
The fuck. Up. You want something to cry about? I'll
give you something to cry about....
You see, RIF, this is exactly why I don't bother
having friends anymore. If they aren't constantly
having sex with your girlfriend and puking peachflavored brandy all over your new couch, then
they're chewing your ear off with the woeful story
of their- life, THEN having sex with your couch,
THEN puking on your new girlfriend. THEN,
more likely than not, they'll end up complaining
about how chafed and embarrassed they were after
your last party.
By definition, friends are people you know
well enough to hate, but for some reason you don't.
Usually this is because you share some unifying
life experience. Maybe you were in 'nam together,
or you grew up frolicking in the vast cornfields of
Lodi, or you were both members of Hufflepuff and
forged bonds of mutual suffering by getting your
asses handed to you every afternoon by the cool
kids in Slytherin.
However, there does come a time in every
relationship where you look at the person sitting
across the table and think to yourself, "If this person wasn't my friend, I would stab them in the
neck just to get 15 consecutive seconds of peace
and quiet."
Here's the deal, RIF, everyone has problems.

The key to lasting friendships is finding people
with the right sort of problems.
Take me for example. I'm profoundly selfobsessed. But it's not such a bad thing because my
megalomania is amusing. My problem actually
serves to entertain you. Everyone wins.
Now another example .... hrnmmm... Let's pick,
just at random, you. Based on the fact that you
sent a letter to be published in the school paper
rather than confront your friend directly. I expect
that your problem, RIF, is that you have passive aggressive tendencies. Passive aggression
is pretty neutral in terms of personality quirks.
Sure you might be avoidance-based and snarky,
but odds are you' re not going to start any fights,
either. So it kinda balances out.
Your friend, unfortunately, seems to have hit
the'suck-lottery of problems: self-obsessed, negative, AND boring. That's the trifecta of unappealing personality quirks. Oh man, you said she's
a topper, too, didn't you? Gech. That's about as
bad as it gets. While it's hard to be around, I can't
imagine it's much fun from her side either.
How can you help her? Boy, RIF, all kidding
aside, I really don't know an easy-bake solution
for this.
It all comes down to WHY she's doing it.
My ha'.penny guess would be that a person
who fixates on the negatives in her life probably
feels as if it's the only way they cap. get comfort
and positive attention. We all want love, .RIF,
but sometimes love is in real short supply. That
means people get hooked on love substitutes, like
sympathy or pity. If that goes on long enough, they
forget there's better options.
If you're lucky, it's just a bad habit your friend
has fallen into. She'll need someone to bring it to
her attention, though. First that she's doing-it, and
second, that it's annoying as hell.
But the cynic in me guesses that this is more
than just a bad habit. It's pretty likely that your
friend might have some self-esteem issues, too.
These things tend to go hand in hand.
Either way you probably need to confront her.
Remember: gentler is better. Odds are you' re right,
and it's going to be ugly. She's not going to thank
you for it. But it might be something she needs
to hear. And if she doesn't thank you now, she'll
thank you later.

Send in your pitiful, mewling cries for help to
proth@wsunix.wsu.edu. Pat will either mock or assist
you, according to his whimsy.
This week, thanks to our beloved sponsor, RIF will
be getting a gift certificate to Galaxy Comics. I expect
RIF will use the allure offree stuff to make amends with
the topper friend she will soon be having a difficult talk
with. Either wt, or RIF will realize the truth: if you
have enough comic books, you really don't need friends.
Galaxy Comics is on 925 Clark Street. Or give them
a ring at 544-0857.
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Le11ers
Dear Editor,
Within the next week a
serious attempt may be made
to erode students' rights across
the UW system, and students here at The University
of Wisconsin- Stevens Point
need to be involved in preventing this restrictive action.
Currently students have the
legal right to distribute student funds (segregated fees)
as they see necessary and
beneficial. Now this right is
being challenged, and we the

to the

students
must defend it.
A committee is meeting
to review the system wide
segregated fee policy, and
certain administrators on the
committee are attempting to
restrict ability to fund office
space, non-university staff
and organizational operating
expenses. Regardless of how
one feels about those particular expenditures, it should be
understood that students are
in the best position to know
what activities students want,

[]GJOOGCP

and should therefore have
full flexibility to meet student
needs through the segregated
fee process, by distributing
and allocating student funds.
These restrictions would
be detrimental to students'
rights, set a dangerous precedent regarding shared governance in general, and there are
serious direct implications for
individual groups here on the
UW-SP campus. For instance
the 90 FM radio station has
a paid non-university staff
member working as a sound

technician; if these limitations
are enacted the staff member
will _no longer be able to be
funded, and the entire future
of the radio station will be
put in jeopardy. This is just
one example, and other organizations like CRU, Student
Government Association and
WISPIRG have all seen the
threat of this issue and are not
tolerating the erosion of long
established students' rights.
They've made their voices
heard.
Pointers, now it's your

turn! Talk to the organizations
you belong to and let them
know you care about students'
rights to control student funds.
Get your president on board
and send off a group e-mail of
support to our SGA president,
Justin Glodowski, jglod170@
uwsp.edu. Please take this
opportunity to stand up and
fight the good fight. We need
your support. We need your
action.
Passionately,
Sara Polodna

A .woman's intuition: Stop baby what's that s-ound?

Sara Suchy
THE POINTER
SSUCH489@UWSP.EDU

There was a rally on
Tuesday.
Did you know?
No? Really, that's interesting because it was all over
campus. Plastered on walls,
e-mailed out to the student
body, announced in classes,
talked about on Facebook. ..
pretty much shouted from the
rooftops of Old Main' s weath-

er vein.
Do you know what the
rally was about? In case you
were wondering, it was about
how our segregated fees are
being spent and who gets to
decide how to spend them.
Now, I don't need to tell you
all that college is expensive.
We know! We look at our
bank statements and cringe
and hold on to the hope that
one day that slip of paper that
we pay tens of thousands of
dollars for will pay dividends
against what we have already
invested, or say we will start
investing si~ months after we
graduate when we start paying off our loans.
So, wouldn'titinterestyou
to know where a good chunk
of those tens of thousands of
tuition dollars go? And when
you hear about a movement
that may possibly jeopardize

who has control over those
dollars, then wouldn't it be
plausible that you would take
a vested interest in it? I would
imagine that it would.
With that in mind, it was
rather disheartening to see so
few students at the rally that
concerned an issue directly
related to how our segregated
fees are being spent (see News
article this week.)
' True, it was at 2 p.m. in
the afternoon, but, again, it
seems like something that
would be important enough
to make time for.
Another point on money:
if you read last week's Pointer,
you might have noticed that
Wisconsin is still lacking a
rather important component
to its legislative system, that
being a budget. Time and
time again they have missed
deadlines to approve the bud-

get with dire consequences to
our state.
Monday,
Governor
Doyle's budget was once
again rejected and yesterday,
Doyle announced that if there
is still no budget by Nov 1,
that parts of the state government would have to be shut
down.
Do you know what parts
he is talking about? Us! He
may have to shut down the
University of Wisconsin system. Think about that for
a moment; no school next
semester because our state
legislature cannot get their act
together to pass a budget.
This no-school business
would have sounded great to
us back in fifth grade, but now
it is a very, VERY serious concern for over 100,000 students
across Wisconsin.
This situation is simply

nothing short of outrageous!
There is no excuse for it and it
is an absolute travesty that it
has gone on as long as it has
(again, see the front page for
how long we have been without a budget).
Students, we have to let the
powers that be know we care.
Write a letter to or call your
representative, attend rallies
that directly affect where your
money is being spent, write
letters to your local/ campus
newspapers (I know for a fact
that this one would be happy
to print them). We have a
voice and we have opinions;
let's hear them!
Senator Judy Robson:
608-266-2253
Representative
Mike
Huebsh: 608-266-3387
Governor Jim Doyle: 608266-1212

Have something to

say?
Say it here.
Submit letters to the editor to:
pointer@uwsp~edu

http://www.pointer.uwsp.edu/ pointer.aspx
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Resident's Evil

Joy Ratchman FIRE@WILL
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Paul Johnson

I CAN'T BELIEVE SHE'S
WEARING LAST SEASONS COAT.
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Funny When Drunk
Neverland

Scott Allen
The program sfr{S thrs composer had to
stop composing for four years while he
struggled to find treatment for a rare
neurological disorder.

I know you don't like

orchestral music, honey, but no snide
comments tonight at the show.

I've heard if you leave
pencil smudges on a
scantron you could get all
your answers marked

You know how this guy had to stop
composing because of the
neurolog1cal ~::h~
(

Kenanime

~

I think God was tr)'i ng
to tell him something.

I

WORD SEARCH: MUSIC GENRES
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Little Cynics

Joy Ratchman
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THIS SPACE COULD BE YOURS!
Contact Joy Ratchman
at jratc567@uwsp.edu
to find out how
to submit your comics to

THE POINTER!
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Classifieds

H OLSING

HOUSING

Tried of Residential Living
Lifestyles
Now Renting 2008-2009
Six blocks from campus
Rent $1,350.00
Per person per semester
or $300.00 a month / no pets
2, 3, and 4 bedroom houses
available for
9 to 12 month leases
Free washer / dryer with $100.00
allowance for heat each month, you
only pay the electricity,
and I cover the sewer and water.
Large bedrooms
with big backyards, plenty of
parking for you,
and your friends and boats .
Call 715-342-0252
or 414-526-8035 cell phone
for weekend showings.
stanenrp@mail.milwaukee.k12.wi.us

University Lake Apartments
2008/2009
3 Bedroom Apartments
For groups of 3-5.
!+Bath., appliances, A/C
Extra Storage, On-site laundry
On-site maintenance,
Responsive managers,
Starting at $720/month
340-9858 (Brian)
341-9916
www.offcampushousing.info

Available January I
1 bedroom apt.
2 blocks to UWSP
$375/mo. 715-341-0412
For Rent: Four bedroom apartment
for 2008-2009 school year, summer
optional.
$1620 per person / per semester
Call or email for complete
information. 715-340-7285 or
paulw@charter.net
For Rent: Six-bedroom apartment
for 2008-2009 school year, summer optional. $1390 per person/per
semester. Heat included. Call or
email for complete information.
715-340-7285 or paulw@charter.net
ROOMATE WANTED: One or two
females to sublease spring semester 2008 with four other fema les.
$1390, heat included private room.
Call 715-340-7285
Off-Campus Housing
www.offcampushousing.info
Select by:-Landlord-Street
-#Occupants. Hundreds of Listings
Renting
3-9 Bedroom Duplexes & Houses
Most within 4 blocks of campus
341-1132

CAPtlON fHIS...

Available immediately. Large I
bedroom and large 4 bedroom house
one block from campus. Heat and
water included in rent. Free parking
and carpet cleaning. Reasonable
rent.
Call 715-341-4455.
Now Leasing for 2008-09 School
Year. One to five bedroom newer
and remodeled units I block from
campus and YMCA. Heat and
water included in rent. Free parking
and carpet cleaning. Laundry on
site. Call 715-341-4455.
Housing Available
for 2008-2009.
Close to Campus.
Some with garages. Can
accommodate I - IO people.
Contact Pat at Andra
Properties 715-343-1798
www.andraproperties.com

OTHER
Love Candles?
Full Time Pay - Part Time Work.
We are expanding our direct-sales
consultants in the area.
Start TODAY with NO CASH
INVESTMENT!
Call Sharon at (715) 572-3970
for details.
WANTED
Do you have name brand clothes
(Holl ister, Abercrombie, Ae, Si lver)
that you don't want or need anymore
and could use some extra cash? Call
me and I will buy them from you! I
will pick up.
715-2 13-7660.

Get ready,
daylight savings
time ends soon!
so...
don't forget to
change your
clocks back on
Sunday, November
4@ 2 a.m.
although changing your clocks berore bed wiH wo(k Just fine

-

UW-SP The Pointer

What Is going on In this photo? Create your own caption for this photo and
send it to us at poh1ter@uwsp.edu by Tuesday night. Catch the winn1ng cap-

tion in. next week• s issue of The Pointer. Winning submission will rece.ive a
; prize!

I

ILast weel(s winner...

